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About FSAE

History
Formula SAE is a student design competition organized by SAE
International (previously known as the Society of Automotive
Engineers, SAE). The competition was started in 1980 by the SAE
student branch at the University of Texas (Austin)
The concept behind Formula SAE is that a fictional
manufacturing company has contracted a student design team to
develop a small Formula-style race car. The prototype race car is
to be evaluated for its potential as a production item. The target
marketing group for the race car is the non-professional
weekend autocross racer. Each student team designs, builds and
tests a prototype based on a series of rules, whose purpose is both
ensuring on-track safety (the cars are driven by the students
themselves) and promoting clever problem solving

FSAE Worldwide distribution

Main Competitions
Formula Student Germany (FSG)
As a strong country in the automobile industry, FSG is the world‘s highest level racing event. It is better than
other countries in terms of the scale of racing events, team’s technology and external support.
The participating teams come from all over the world, and 100 teams have participated in 2019.

Formula SAE Japan （FSAEJ）
FSAEJ is the only FSAE event in Asia recognized by the international SAE organizing committee, with teams
from all over Asia and a few European countries.
It is the highest level competition in Asia. The number of participating teams in 2019 has reached 90.

Formula Student China （FSC）
FSC started late but developed rapidly. It has been sponsored by China Society of Automotive Engineers since
2010, and has been improved after ten years of development.
Due to the large number of participating teams, the competition of ICV class and EV class in China are held
separately. A total of 66 teams competed in the 2019 ICV class competition.

Events
Dynamic Events

Static Events
Technical Inspection

Acceleration Event
100 points

Presentation Event
Efficiency Event

75 points

100 points

Endurance Event
275 points

Cost and
Manufacturing

Design Event

Event

150 points

100 points
Total : 325 points

Autocross Event

Skid pad Event

125 points

75 points
Total : 675 points

FSAE has a tailor-made event system for college students, which aims to train future automotive engineers and train students' abilities.

Development
In November 2018, FSG announced that it would
push forward the application of driverless
technology in 2021 and 2022, and the participating
teams must have driverless technology to complete
some projects in the race.
As the first-rate racing team in China, TJU Racing
team will do our utmost to develop the driverless
technology in the next three years, to explore more
possibilities of racing car!

The information about Driverless racing on FSG website
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About
TJU Racing Team

Introduction
TJU Racing Team was founded in 2007,which is attached to the School
of Automotive Studies, Tongji University. It is one of the earliest teams
in China to participate in FSAE competitions. The team‘s chief
instructor, Prof. Li Liguang, is one of the main initiators of the FSC.
TJU Racing Team is a non-commercial formula racing team. It is
mainly funded by the college and sponsors. Team designs and
produces one new racing car each year and takes part in the FSAE
competitions. Besides, team is a student organization with full
independence.
TJU Racing Team is the main translator and redactor of the FSC rules
every year, making great contributions to the FSC competitions.
Prof. Li Liguang, one of the main initiators of the FSC. Executive member of
China Society of Automotive Engineers and Chinese Society for Internal
Combustion Engines.

Organization
Captain
Technical
Captain
Powertrain

Chassis

Manager
Electrics

Body & Aero

There are 5 departments in the team: chassis,

Management

powertrain, electrics, body & aerodynamics
and management. Team has over 150
excellent members selected from schools

Cooling
Transmission

Intake
Fuel and
lubrication

Suspension

Steering
Braking

and colleges of Automotive Studies,
Integration

Frame

Propaganda

Development

Monocoque

Business

Aerodynamics

Finance

Driverless

Wheel

Chief
Engineers

Economic & Management and Arts & Media,
etc. They've been holding the spirits of
innovation, persistence and cohesion in
creating dream racing cars as well as
building future.

Racing
Drivers

Achievements

Achievements

FSC 2019

FSAEJ 2019

Acceleration 2nd

Best Aero design 1st

Design report 2nd

CAE

Cost report

5th

Best Suspension

Overall

1st

design

2nd
3rd

Presidential prize
Overall

4th

Overall (ICV)

3rd

Achievements
In September 2018, TJU Racing Team won
the third place in ICV class and the fourth
place in the total score in Formula SAE Japan ,

In August 2017, TJU Racing Team took

breaking the highest record of the Chinese

part in FSG and won the fastest score in

teams in history! The last record was the

Acceleration Event, ranked the 12th place

seventh place in the total score and the sixth

among many European teams, which is the

place in ICV class, that was also set up by TJU

highest record that Chinese team ever

Racing Team in FSAEJ 2017.

got in Germany !
In October 2016, TJU Racing Team
competed with more than 70 teams in
the FSC, winning the championship with
a high score of 938.03 and refreshing the
highest score in China! The record has
not been broken yet.

Achievements

World Ranking, the latest world ranking:
17/621, which is the highest Chinese team,

and the highest ranking of the team in
history was 13th.

In August 2019, TJU Racing Team won the
third place in ICV class and the fourth place
Overall in Formula SAE Japan again, which is
the first one and only one Chinese team to take
top 3 in FSAEJ twice in a row.

In October 2019, TJU Racing Team
won the 10th Formula student China
competition, after the first victory in
2016. The team now has won FSC twice
in four years.
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2020 Season
Competition Plan

FSG
FSG Date
2020.8.17-23

Formula Student Germany (FSG)

After the championship in FSC in 2019, the TJU Racing team
will once again compete in FSG 2020, please look forward
to the wonderful performance of the TJURacing team!

As an industrial power, the Formula Student Germany is the
highest level in the whole world, and it is higher than other
countries in terms of event organization, team technology and
external support.The participating teams are from all over the world.
In 2019, the number of participating teams has reached
100( including internal-combustion engine vehicles and electric
vehicles ).
In FSG 2017, TJU Racing Team representing China participated
the competition, and won the best history—the 12th overall score
of the 65 teams of oil trucks, surpassing many international
traditional strong teams. Besides, in the 0-75m acceleration project,
we only used 3.08 seconds, and tail speed reached 137km/h, which
became the best score of the internal-combustion engine vehicles.

FSAEJ

FSAEJ Date
2020.9.7-12

Formula SAE Japan (FSAEJ)
The Formula Student Japan is the only FSAE event in Asia
recognized by the international SAE Organizing Committee. The
participating teams are from various Asian countries and a few
European countries, and are the highest level FSAE events in Asia.
In 2019, the number of participating teams has reached 90
(including internal-combustion engine vehicles and electric
vehicles).
In September 2019, we had our 11th entries to the 17th FSAEJ.
We completed all projects successfully and ranked the 4th in the all
team, 1st in aerodynamic design, 2nd in CAE, 3rd in suspension
design and Presidential prize, which created a new record for the
Chinese team in Japan.

FSC

FSC Date
2020.10

Formula Student China (FSC)

The Formula Student China started late, but it has developed
rapidly. The first competition in 2010 was held by China Society of
Automotive Engineers. After 9 years development, it has been
relatively perfect. Due to the large number of participating teams,
competitions of internal-combustion engine vehicles and electric
vehicles are held separately in China. The number of internalcombustion engine vehicles participating in 2019 reaches 66.
In October, 2016 “2016 Kunlun Lubricating Cup Formula
Student China” took place in Hubei Xiangyang. TJURacing lived up
to expectation, and finally won the championship, with a high score
of 938.03 to refresh the Chinese record! In FSC2019, TJURacing
team won the championship again and became the team that won
the Chinese championship twice.
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Sponsorship
and Cooperation

Sponsorship
As a fully independent Formula Student Racing Team,
TJU Racing Team needs support from all walks of life
in the industry, such as capital, raw materials, parts and
components, processing, training, travel,
accommodation, etc., and establishes sponsorship with
partners.
As a non-commercial team, TJU Racing Team will fully
invest support in the design, manufacture and
competition of the car, and return the sponsors with
better competition results! In addition, team will also
make full use of the resources to provide advertising
and talent reserve for our sponsors.
social platform: WeChat

social platform: Weibo

Activities

Shanghai International Automobile
Industry Exhibition

Tongji University Celebration Exhibition

World Internal Combustion Engine
Congress and Exhibition

China International Industry Fair

China (Wu Xi) International Design Expo

China-SAE Congress and Exhibition

Media

CCTV 2

CCTV 5

CAR AND DRIVER

Shanghai Morning Post

AUTOFAN

Nikkan Jidosha Shimbun

Propaganda

Competition Scene propaganda

New Car Rollout

Vehicle logo

Team Uniform logo

Brochure

Online

Website : www.tjuracing.com

Team’s Bilibili channel

Cooperation
We can provide the following feedback:

Nose or
front wing

Nose or
front wing
(obvious)

•

Print your company logo on the vehicle and team uniforms;

•

Distribute your company's propaganda materials during the
competition and in various exhibitions;

•

Publish your company's propaganda information on social platforms
such as the official Weibo and WeChat;

•

Spare no effort to recommend your company's products and services,
in the usual media interviews, public business activities, and team
exchanges;

•

If possible, provide a talent pool for your company, such as interns,
etc.

•

If possible, help your company establish a close relationship with the
college.

